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D o n a l d X . Va c c a r i n o

You are a monarch, like your parents before you, a ruler of a small pleasant kingdom of

rivers and evergreens. Unlike your parents, however, you have hopes and dreams! You

want a bigger and more pleasant kingdom, with more rivers and a wider variety of

trees. You want a Dominion! In all directions lie fiefs, freeholds, and feodums. All are

small bits of land, controlled by petty lords and verging on anarchy. You will bring

civilization to these people, uniting them under your banner.

But wait! It must be something in the air; several other monarchs have had the exact

same idea. You must race to get as much of the unclaimed land as possible, fending

them off along the way. To do this you will hire minions, construct buildings, spruce

up your castle, and fill your treasury. Your parents wouldn't be proud, but your

grandparents, on your mother’s side, would be delighted.



This is a game of building a deck of cards. The deck is your Dominion. It contains your resources,

victory points, and the things you can do. It starts out a small sad collection of Estates and Coppers,

but you hope by the end of the game it will be brimming with Gold, Provinces, and the inhabitants

and structures of your castle and kingdom.

The player with the most victory points



in his Deck at game end wins.



Before the first game, remove the five sets of cards from their wrappings and place them in the card

tray. One side of the included inlay suggests a way to organize the cards. The opposite side allows

players to create an organization that fits their needs.



500 cards

130 Treasure cards



name

value

(3 coins)

card type

(treasure, yellow)

cost (6 coins)



60 Copper



40 Silver



30 Gold



48 Victory cards

name

value

(6 victory points)

card type

(victory, green)

24 Estates

30 Curse cards



12 Duchies



12 Provinces



cost (8 coins)



32 Randomizer cards 1 Trash card



name



value

(-1 victory points)

card type

(curse, purple)

cost (0 coins)

7 blank cards

2



252 Kingdom cards

24 Action cards (10 of each)



name

card

ability

card type

(action, white)

cost (3 coins)

Most kingdom cards are action

cards, but there are other kinds.



action-attack

name

card ability

card type

(action-attack,

, white)

cost (4 coins)

action-reaction

name

card abilities

card type

(action-reaction,

, blue)

cost (2 coins)

1 Victory card (12)

name

card ability

card type

(victory, green)

cost (4 coins)
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Place the Treasure cards, Victory cards, Curse cards, and the Trash card in every game (players

may place them as shown or in any other arrangement that is convenient for them.

TREASURE CARDS

Copper, Silver, and Gold cards are the

basic Treasure cards, and they are available

in every game. After each player takes 7

Copper cards, place the remaining Copper

cards and all of the Silver cards and Gold

cards in face-up piles in the Supply.



the Supply



VICTORY CARDS

Estate, Duchy, and Province cards are the

basic Victory cards, and they are available

in every game. After each player takes 3

Estate cards, place 12 each of the Estate,

Duchy, and Province cards in face-up piles

in the Supply in a 3 or 4 player game.

In a 2 player game, place only 8 of each

of these Victory cards in the Supply. Place

unused Victory cards back in the box.

CURSE CARDS &amp; TRASH CARD

Place 10 Curse cards in the Supply for a 2

player game, 20 Curse cards for 3 players,

and 30 Curse cards for 4 players. Return

unused Curse cards to the box. Curse

cards are used most often with specific

Action cards (e.g. Witch). If a player buys

a Curse card (0 cost), it goes in his own

discard pile, like any other gained card.

This, of course, will not often occur.

The Trash card marks the place where

players place cards trashed in the game.



Treasure cards



Victory cards

Note: Curse cards

are present in

every game,

however, they are

rarely used in the

basic game other

than with the

Witch card.



Curse cards



Trash pile



each player starts with 10 cards:

Each player

starts the

game with

the same

cards:

7 coppers

&amp;

3 estates.



Each player

shuffles these

cards and places

them (his Deck)

face-down in his

play area (the

area near him

on the table).
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Now, each

player draws

5 cards from

his Deck. These

cards are the

player’s

hand.



Place 10 sets of the 25 different Kingdom cards next to the Treasure, Victory, Curse, and Trash

cards to start each game. Thus, each game can have a different set of 10 cards.

KINGDOM CARDS

In addition to the Trash, Treasure, Victory,

and Curse cards that are used in every

game, the players also select 10 Kingdom

cards and place 10 of each in face-up piles

on the table.

Exception: Kingdom Victory card piles

(e.g. Gardens) have the same number as

the Victory card piles (12 for a 3 or 4

player game and 8 for a 2 player game).



Kingdom cards



For the first game, we recommend using

the following 10 Kingdom cards: Cellar,

Market, Militia, Mine, Moat, Remodel,

Smithy, Village, Woodcutter, and

Workshop. At the end of the rules, we list

more suggestions for sets of 10 Kingdom

cards. Return Kingdom cards not chosen

for the game to the box.

In later games, players can choose the 10

Kingdom cards using any method they

agree on.

For example, the players can shuffle the

Randomizer cards for all Kingdom cards and

draw 10 to select the cards for the game. Or,

players can take turns selecting cards.

Players may also use the Randomizer cards

as Placeholders to mark the card piles so

empty piles are easily seen.

example of a player’s play area during the game:



Deck

(always face-down)



cards played this turn
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Discard pile

(always face-up)



STARTING PLAYER

Randomly determine the starting player. When playing multiple

games, the starting player is the player to the left of the winner of

the last game. If there was a tie in the previous game, randomly

choose the starting player from the players that didn’t win. Players

take turns in clockwise order.



Players choose starting player

randomly or based on previous

game. Players take turns in

clockwise order.



TURN OVERVIEW

Each turn has three phases (A, B, and C) in the order shown:

A) Action phase - the player may play an Action.

B) Buy phase - the player may buy a card.

C) Clean-up phase - the player must discard both played and

unplayed cards and draws five new cards.

After a player completes all three phases, his turn ends.



Each turn, the player does the

A, B, and C phases in order:

A) Action phase

B) Buy phase

C) Clean-up phase



ACTION PHASE

In the Action phase, the player may play one Action card. Action

cards are the Kingdom cards that say “Action” at the bottom of the

card. Since players do not start the game with any Action cards in

their initial Decks of 10 cards, a player will not have any Actions to

play during his first 2 turns. Normally, a player may play only one

Action card, but this number may be modified by the Action cards

that the player plays.



The player may play one action

card if he has one. This is

optional, even if the player has

an action card, he need not play

it. Action cards will allow

players to do extra things

during their turns.



To play an Action, the player takes an Action card from his hand

and lays it face-up in his play area. He announces which card he is

playing and follows the instructions written on that card from top

to bottom. The player may still play an Action card even if he is not

able to do everything the Action card tells him to do; but the

player must do as much as he can. Furthermore, the player must

fully resolve an Action card before playing another one (if he is

able to play another Action card). Detailed information about

card abilities can be found in the card descriptions at the end of

these rules. Any Action cards played remain in the player’s play

area until the Clean-up phase of the turn unless otherwise

indicated on the card.

The Action phase ends when the player cannot or chooses not to

play any more Action cards. Generally, a player can only play

Action cards during the Action phase of his turn. However,

Reaction cards are an exception to this rule as they can be used

at other times.

Common terms used on the Action cards:

"+X Card(s)" – the player immediately draws X number of cards from his

Deck. If there are not enough cards in his Deck, he draws as many as he

can, shuffles the Discard pile to form a new Deck, and then draws the

rest. If he still does not have enough cards left after forming a new Deck,

he just draws as many as he can.
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As some action cards offer a

player additional actions, a

player may be able and choose

to play several action cards in a

turn. Players can play their

action cards left to right in their

play areas. In this way, they can

easily keep track of what and

how many extra things they

may do. The player will discard

these cards in the clean-up

phase (see below), and should

not be discarded prior to this.

Note: as the players begin the

game with no action cards, they

will be unable to play action

cards for at least the first two

turns.



+ X Card(s): must draw X more

Cards immediately



"+X Action(s)" – the player may play X number of additional Actions this

turn. +X Action(s) adds to the number of Actions that can be played in the

Action phase. It does not mean play another Action immediately. The

instructions on the current Action card must be completed before playing

any additional Actions. The player must complete all of his Actions before

he moves on to the Buy phase of his turn. If a card gives the player more

than one additional Action, he may keep track of the number of Actions he

has remaining out loud.



+ X Action(s): can play X more

Actions in Action phase

If a card gives the player more

than one additional Action, it is

helpful to keep track of the

number of Actions he has

remaining out loud.



"+ X " – the player has X number of additional coins to spend in the Buy

phase. The player does not take additional Treasure cards for these coins.



+ X : can spend X more coins

this turn



"+1 Buy" – the player may buy an additional card from the Supply during

the Buy phase of his turn. +1 Buy adds to a player’s potential Buys, it

does not allow the player to buy a card during the Action phase.



+1 Buy: can buy 1 more card in

Buy phase



"Discard" – unless otherwise specified, discarded cards are from the player’s

hand. When a player discards a card, he places the discarded card face-up

onto his Discard pile. When discarding several cards at once, the player

need not show all cards he is discarding to his opponents, but player may

need to show how many cards he is discarding (for example, when

playing the Cellar). The top card of a player’s Discard pile is always visible.



Discard: put cards face-up in

your Discard pile



"Trash” – when a player trashes a card, he places it in the Trash pile, not his

Discard pile. Trashed cards are not returned to the Supply and are not

available for purchase.



Trash: put card(s) in the Trash

pile



"Gain” – when a player gains a card, he takes the gained card (usually from

the Supply) and puts it onto his Discard pile (unless the card says to put

it elsewhere). The player does not get to use the card when he gains it.



Gain: take a card and put it in

your Discard pile



“Reveal” – when a player reveals a card, he shows a card to all players and

then returns it to wherever it came from (unless instructed specifically to

put it elsewhere). If the player is required to reveal cards from the top of

his Deck, and he does not have enough cards, he shuffles in order to

reveal the required number of cards.



Reveal: show card(s) and return

them to where they came from



“Set Aside” – when a player sets aside a card, he places it face-up on the

table (unless otherwise indicated) without following any instructions on

the card. An Action that requires a player to set aside cards will instruct

him on what to do with these cards.



Set Aside: put cards aside until

the instructions indicate where

they go



BUY PHASE

In the Buy phase, the player can gain one card from the Supply by

paying its cost. Any card that is in the Supply may be purchased

(Treasure, Victory, Kingdom, and even Curse cards). The player

may not purchase cards from the Trash pile. Normally, a player

may buy only one card, but he may buy more if he played certain

cards earlier in his Action phase.

The cost of a card is in its lower left corner. The player may play

some or all of the Treasure cards from his hand to his play area

and add to their value the coins provided by Action cards played

this turn. The player may then gain any card in the Supply of equal

or lesser value. He takes the purchased card from its Supply pile

and places it face-up on his Discard pile. He my not use the ability

of the card when it is gained.
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The player can gain one card

from the Supply by buying it paying the cost shown on the

card. The player pays in coins

from Treasure cards (the

number on the coin) and from

previously paid Action cards.

The player may use any

combination of Treasure cards

from his hand and coins shown

on Action cards played this

turn.



If the player has multiple Buys, he combines Treasure cards and

any coins available from Action cards to pay for all of the

purchases. For example, if Tyler has +1 Buy and 6 coins provided

by two Gold cards, he can buy a Cellar costing 2, placing it face-up

in his Discard pile. Then, he can buy a Smithy with the remaining

4 coins and place that face-up in his Discard pile. If he wants to

use all 6 coins to buy one card, he can buy a Copper (for free) with

his second Buy or not buy a second card. Players do not have to

use any or all of their Buys.



Any Treasure cards played can

be placed in his player area

from left to right, adding them

to any cards previously played

this turn.



The Treasure cards remain in the play area until the Clean-up

phase. Treasure cards will be used multiple times during the game.

Although they are discarded during the Clean-up phase, the player

will draw them again as his Discard pile is shuffled into a new

Deck. Thus, Treasure cards are a source of income, not a resource

that is used up when played. When played, Coppers are worth

1 coin, Silvers are worth 2 coins, and Golds are worth 3 coins.



All these cards will be discarded

at the end of the turn, and

should not be discarded prior

to the Clean-up phase (see

below).



CLEAN-UP PHASE

All cards gained this turn should already be in the player’s Discard

pile. The player places any cards that are in his play area (Action

cards that have been played in the Action phase as well as Treasure

cards that have been played in the Buy phase) and any cards

remaining in his hand onto his Discard pile. Although the player

need not show the cards remaining in his hand to his opponents,

since he places the cards in the Discard pile face-up, his opponents

will always be able to see the top-most card of his Discard pile.



The player places all cards in his

play area onto his Discard pile.

This will include all Action cards

and Treasure cards he played

during this turn. He also places

all cards left in his hand onto

his Discard pile.



Then, the player draws a new hand of 5 cards from his Deck. If

there are not enough cards in his Deck, he draws as many as he

can, shuffles his Discard pile to form a new face-down Deck, and

then draws the rest of his new hand.



Draw 5 cards from his Deck.



Once the player has drawn a new hand of 5 cards, the next player

starts his turn. To speed play, players may begin their turns while

previous players are completing their Clean-up phases. When

someone plays an Attack card, the players must complete their

Clean-up phases in order to properly resolve the Attack.



The player’s turn is over. Play

passes clockwise.

please visit our website:



www.riograndegames.com



Game end



The game ends at the end of any player’s turn when either:

1) the Supply pile of Province cards is empty or

2) any 3 Supply piles are empty.



1) Province card pile is empty

or

2) any 3 Supply piles are empty



Each player puts all of his cards into his Deck and counts the

victory points

on all the cards he has.



Players count their victory

points.



The player with the most victory points wins. If the highest

scores are tied at the end of the game, the tied player who has

had the fewest turns wins the game. If the tied players have had

the same number of turns, they rejoice in their shared victory.



Most victory points wins.

Ties go to the player with the

fewest turns
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The first few turns - how your first game might go



before the game



Shuffle your starting 10 cards (7 Coppers &amp; 3 Estates) and place them face-down as your Deck. Draw the top

5 cards as your starting hand. In this example, you have 1 Estate &amp; 4 Coppers. The rest remain as your Deck.



empty



Deck



hand cards



card-playing area



empty



Discard pile



1st turn



Buy phase



As you have no action cards to start the game, you skip the action phase and go directly to the buy phase,

where you will buy most of your cards. You play 4 Copper cards from your hand to buy a

Remodel card (cost = 4 Coins) from the supply, placing it in your Discard pile.

from the supply



Deck



hand cards



cards played



Discard pile



Clean-up phase



After completing your Buy, you go to the Clean-up phase. Here you place the cards

you played on the discard pile and the cards left in your hand there as well.



Deck



hand cards



cards played



Discard pile



Finally, you draw 5 cards from your Deck for your next turn. This time, you get 2 Estates and 3 Coppers.

Your 1st turn is over and the opponent on your left begins his turn.



empty



Deck



hand cards



card-playing area



1



Discard pile
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